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Breathing New Life into Meme Coins:

DEWAE Celebrates Its First Month,

Launches First Product, and Reinforces

Credibility

UGANDA, June 8, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- DEWAE, an

extraordinary meme project, today

marks 30 days since its fair launch.

DEWAE isn't the typical meme-token

clone. Instead, it incorporates an

innovative approach to the well-known

Ugandan Knuckles meme, showcasing

the iconic catchphrase 'DEWAE'.

Born out of an innovative vision and

powered by a strong community spirit,

DEWAE launched without a presale,

team tokens, or tax, locking liquidity

forever. This approach illustrates its

commitment to fair, transparent, and

truly decentralized operations.

The core of DEWAE is the Ugandan Knuckles meme, an internet sensation known for its comical

catchphrase. However, DEWAE is not merely exploiting the meme's popularity; it's about evolving

with it, creating a more engaging and sustainable experience.

The DEWAE team's dedication is portrayed in the provided roadmap below, which displays a

promising future, solidifying their commitment to purpose and longevity.

DEWAE proudly announces the launch of their first product - the DEWAE lottery. Community

members will be able to purchase lottery tickets with $DEWAE tokens, offering a chance to win

exciting prizes and jackpots based on the number of matches. This is the first in a series of

interactive tools that DEWAE plans to roll out for their vibrant community.

http://www.einpresswire.com


RoadmapofDewae

fairlaunch

Having collaborated with the reputable

BSC News, DEWAE further

demonstrates its credibility and

dedication to excellence. 

Discover more by visiting their website,

Twitter.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/638377529
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